Dopamine efflux in response to ultraviolet radiation in addicted sunbed users
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A B S T R A C T

Compulsive tanning despite awareness of ultraviolet radiation (UVR) carcinogenicity may represent an “addictive” behavior. Many addictive disorders are associated with alterations in dopamine (D2/D3) receptor binding and dopamine reactivity in the brain’s reward pathway. To determine if compulsive tanners exhibited neurobiologic responses similar to other addictive disorders, this study assessed basal striatal D2/D3 binding and UVR-induced striatal dopamine efflux in ten addicted and ten infrequent tanners. In a double-blind crossover trial, UVR or sham UVR was administered in separate sessions during brain imaging with single photon emission computerized tomography (SPECT). Basal D2/D3 receptor density and UVR-induced dopamine efflux in the caudate were assessed using 123I-iodobenzamide (123I-IBZM) binding potential non-displaceable (BPnd). Basal BPnd did not significantly differ between addicted and infrequent tanners. Whereas neither UVR nor sham UVR induced significant changes in bilateral caudate BPnd in either group, post-hoc analyses revealed left caudate BPnd significantly decreased (reflecting increased dopamine efflux) in the addicted tanners – but not the infrequent tanners – during the UVR session only. Bilateral ΔBPnd correlated with tanning severity only in the addicted tanners. These preliminary findings are consistent with a stronger neural rewarding response to UVR in addicted tanners, supporting a cutaneous-neural connection driving excessive sunbed use.

1. Introduction

Almost 30 million Americans visit indoor tanning salons each year (Kwon et al., 2002) including over 40% of college students and 10% of teens (Wehner et al., 2014). This younger age group is particularly vulnerable to development of melanoma (Bleyer et al., 2006), an often fatal and increasingly common disease in adolescents and young adults. In recognition of these risks, ultraviolet radiation (UVR) has recently been classified as a known human carcinogen by the United States Department of Health and Human Services and the World Health Organization International Agency has elevated the UVB rays utilized in tanning devices to Group 1 (i.e. ‘carcinogenic to humans’) (El Ghissassi et al., 2009).

Persistent tanning despite perceived and experienced consequences suggests tanning has “addictive” properties (Nolan and Feldman, 2009). Approximately 40% of frequently sunbathers (Harrington et al., 2011; Mosher and Danoff-Burg, 2010; Poorsattar and Hornung, 2007; Warthan et al., 2005) report behaviors consistent with an addictive disorder, including an inability to decrease tanning frequency and continued tanning despite adverse consequences. Awareness of UVR toxicity, including warning labels on tanning beds, has not altered tanning activity (Knight et al., 2002; Monfrecola et al., 2000; Zeller et al., 2006). UVR may therefore have physiologically reinforcing properties distinct from any psychosocial benefits of having a tan (Feldman et al., 2004; Harrington et al., 2011). A neurocutaneous pathway mediated by β-endorphin has been posited to produce physiologic dependence to UVR and potentially affect reward and addiction-related neurobiological systems (Fell et al., 2014; Kaur et al., 2005).

The mesostriatal dopamine pathway plays a key role in both reward and uncontrolled compulsive behaviors defining the
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addicted state (Adinoff, 2004; Koob and Volkow, 2010). Increases in dopamine efflux follow the administration of cocaine (Mach et al., 1997), amphetamine (Drevets et al., 2001; Martinez et al., 2003), alcohol (Boileau et al., 2003), and nicotine (Fehr et al., 2008) and are associated with substance-induced euphoria (Barrett et al., 2004; Brody et al., 2004; Drevets et al., 2001; Yoder et al., 2005). Basal striatal post-synaptic D2/D3 receptors are decreased in a number of substance use disorders, presumably due to either pre-morbid risk and/or down-regulation due to persistent substance-induced dopaminergic stimulation (Fehr et al., 2008; Martinez et al., 2007; Volkow et al., 2002). Additionally, in cocaine-addicted subjects, a blunted dopaminergic efflux in response to a rewarding substance has been shown to predict greater drug craving (Martinez et al., 2007).

Our group previously explored the central nervous system (CNS) effects of UVR by exposing addicted tanners to UVR in a commercial tanning bed with one of two filters in place (Feldman et al., 2004). One filter removed UVR (“sham UVR”) whereas the other filter did not (“active UVR”). Using single photon emission computerized tomography (SPECT) to measure brain perfusion, addicted indoor tanners exposed to UVR, relative to sham UVR, showed increased regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) in the striatum (Harrington et al., 2012). UVR may therefore have centrally active properties driving tanning over and above cosmetic benefit.

The goal of this study was to determine if UVR induces striatal dopaminergic efflux and if basal D2/D3 receptors and UVR-induced dopaminergic efflux was altered in addicted sunbed tanners relative to infrequent tanners. Basal D2/D3 receptors and UVR-induced dopaminergic efflux were assessed using 123I-iodobenzamide (123I-IBZM) striatal binding potential (BPnd) and SPECT. We hypothesized (1) striatal D2/D3 would be lower in addicted relative to infrequent tanners, (2) striatal dopamine efflux, as reflected by decreases in 123I-IBZM BPnd, would increase in response to active UVR but not sham UVR, and (3) striatal dopamine efflux would be blunted in the addicted relative to infrequent tanners. Region of interest was limited to the dorsal striatum (i.e., bilateral caudate) given the previously observed increased in rCBF (Harrington et al., 2012). Secondary aims included exploring the relationship between striatal D2/D3 BPnd and dopaminergic efflux with measures of tanning severity.

2. Methods

2.1. Study population

The study was approved by the University of Texas Southwestern Institutional Review Board (clinicaltrials.gov identifier NCT01761022). Participants were recruited through flyers and Internet advertisements. Initial screening information was collected using Research Electronic Data Capture (REDCap), a biomedical informatics tool (Harris et al., 2009). Subjects were 18-45 years old Caucasian or Hispanic men and women with Fitzpatrick skin phototype II-IV. All subjects were right-handed. Inclusion criteria for all participants included pregnancy, use of medications with CNS properties (e.g., psychotropic medication), medical disorders that might interfere with normal brain functioning, any lifetime history of Diagnostic Statistical Manual (DSM)-IV Substance Dependence, Seasonal Affective, or Body Dysmorphic Disorder, or any active mood, psychotic or anxiety disorder.

2.2. Assessments

Assessments included the Structured Interview for Tanning Abuse and Dependence (STAD) (Hillhouse et al., 2012), Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis I Disorders (First et al., 2002), Body Dysmorphic Disorder modification of the Yale-Brown Obsessive-Compulsive Scale (Phillips et al., 1997), Beck Depression Scale (Beck et al., 1979), Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia for School-Age Children-Present and Lifetime Version (P.A.D.S.) (Goldberg et al., 1981), Fitzpatrick Skin Phototype (Fitzpatrick, 1988), routine laboratory chemistry and complete blood count, and urine drug screen. To quantitate tanning addiction severity, lifetime history of sunbed tanning episodes was obtained using the Time Line Follow Back (TLFB) (Fals-Stewart et al., 2000). The TLFB uses significant life events as chronological anchor points to accurately recall temporal patterns of tanning episodes.

A high-resolution T1-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (3-T Phillips Achieva MR scanner; 3D magnetization prepared rapid gradient-echo [MPRAGE] sequence) was acquired in all subjects to assure the absence of cerebral anatomic pathology.

2.3. Scanning procedure

UVR was administered using a Sunquest 3000S canopy while participants were undergoing active SPECT imaging. One of two visually identical plastic acrylic filters (Polycast UF3, Sterling Industries, Shawnee, Kansas) (Kucenic et al., 2002) was placed under the canopy (Feldman et al., 2004; Harrington et al., 2012). One filter was transparent to UVR (irradiance for UVA and UVB was 0.1 W/cm² and 0.047 W/cm²); the other blocked UVR (0.001 W/cm² and 0.0 W/cm²). Both filters were transparent to visible light. The estimated dose delivered for the UVR transparent filter was 6 J/cm² UVA and 0.282 J/cm² UVB; for the UVR blocked filter 0.06 J/cm² UVA and 0 J/cm² UVB. The tanning bed canopy was placed 8 in. above the participants’ abdomen. On two separate visits, participants were imaged via SPECT while exposed to either UVR or sham UVR. Sessions were approximately seven days apart (addicted tanners: 8.4 ± 3.6 days, range 5–17; infrequent tanners: 7.9 ± 3.7, 4–17 days). Scan order (active or sham) was balanced across groups. Exposure to active UVR and sham UVR was presented in a double-blind design; all study staff having contact with the participant were blinded to filter placement. Prior to each session, participants were instructed to refrain from tanning for at least 48 hours so that tanners were in an unsatated state. Upon arrival for the session, TLFB was obtained from participants since their last visit to confirm tanning had not occurred in the previous 48 h. One hour following iodoral administration (to limit thyroid exposure) a 10 mCi bolus of 123I-IBZM was administered (Anzao Health, Tampa, Florida, IND 115555). Just prior to imaging, participants changed into their tanning attire (typically a bathing suit, with torso exposed) and placed in the scanning bed. Participants were asked to rate “How much do you feel like tanning right now?” from 1 (“Not at all”) to 10 (“More than I ever have.”). To avoid overexposure in infrequent tanners, UVR exposure was determined based upon the Sunquest 3000 manufacturer recommendation ranging from 4 min (skin type II) to 8 min (skin type IV) (Table 1). To provide a physiologically relevant UVR dose, addicted tanners received 10 min of UVR exposure (consistent with Feldman et al., 2004, Harrington et al., 2012) and Kaur et al. (2006). The first three addicted tanners, however, received between 4 and 6 min of UVR exposure. Fifteen minutes after the initiation of UVR, participants rated their enjoyment and expectation of UVR exposure using the Line Follow Back (Fals-Stewart et al., 2000; house et al., 2012) to “the most ever” (5); “How good of a tan do you expect to get from this session?” from “no tan” (1) to “the perfect tan” (5); “Do you think you received active or non-active tanning light?” In the second session, participants were also asked, “Did you prefer the first or second tanning session or have no preference?” To maintain blinding, upon completion of the first scan participants covered exposed body areas with a sunless tanning lotion prior to leaving the sunbed. A thermometer at the participant’s side recorded temperature during UVR. As the scanning room was chilly, blankets were placed on the participants prior to and following light exposure.

2.4. Image acquisition

SPECT scans were obtained at Zale Lipsy University Hospital Nuclear Medicine department. To limit thyroid exposure to 125I-iodobenzamide (125I-IBZM), 100 mg iodoral (IOD-50) was administered one hour prior to 125I-IBZM administration. One hour following iodoral, a 10 mCi bolus of 123I-IBZM was administered (Anzao Health, Tampa, Florida, IND 114748). Upon session completion, participants were provided with iodoral and instructed to take two tablets every 12 h for the next 48 h (4 doses). Scanning began 120 min after 123I-IBZM.

SPECT images were acquired on a dual-headed Siemens Ecam SPECT camera using ultra high-resolution fan-beam collimators (reconstructed resolution of 10–15 mm) in a 128 × 128 matrix using 151 symmetric energy window centered on 159 keV. Reconstructed data from SPECT scans were filtered with a 3D Butterworth filter with order of 8 and cutoff of 0.42 and attenuation corrected using the Chang method. As a modest signal was anticipated, region of interest (ROI) analyses was limited to the caudate head as it is relatively resistant to partial volume sampling.
caudate and occipital brain regions. Basal D2/D3 receptor density and UVR-induced dopamine efflux in the caudate head were assessed every 5 min using 123I-iodobenzamide (123I-IBZM) to calculate striatal binding potential (BPND). Caudate (purple) and occipital regions (in green), the latter for background reference, were determined using a previously generated template using the average from 34 scans of healthy controls administered the SPECT dopamine transporter ligand 123I-flupane. For demonstration purposes, a basal SPECT image from a single participant is provided in Fig. 1 (right panel).

The optimal scanning sequence for assessing dopaminergic efflux following UVR had not previously been explored. Thus, two infrequent tanners were first assessed with active UVR to determine the optimal timing sequence using a single-blind design (their data was not included in the final analysis). These pilot scans were acquired with a temporal resolution of 5-minute frames to investigate the dynamic characteristics of 123I-IBZM receptor binding. Nine scan frames (total 45 min) were collected prior to UVR for baseline BPND, followed by UVR activation. During and following UVR exposure, nine additional scan frames were continuously acquired. Basal dopamine BPND was determined to achieve a secular equilibrium at 90 min and up to 3.5 h following 123I-IBZM administration. This window of relative BPND stability was, therefore, chosen to assess basal and UVR-induced changes in BPND. A decrease in BPND was noted during the first 15 min following UVR onset. Subsequent participants were, therefore, scanned for 60 min: 30 min (beginning 120 min after 123I-IBZM administration) to determine basal BPND and 30 min during and after UVR light. These two time periods allowed for secular equilibrium to be achieved during basal and UVR-induced measures of BPND.

Six five-minute basal scans were merged and averaged into one 30-min image to determine basal D2/D3 BPND. Given the unknown time course and effect size of UVR-induced dopaminergic efflux, coupled with the low striatal counts anticipated during each 5 min SPECT scan, three sequential 5-minute blocks were merged in a rolling average fashion for noise reduction. Resulting scans represented minutes 0–15 (T1), 5–20 (T2), 10–25 (T3), and 15–30 (T4) following the onset of UVR. BPNDs during each 15-minute block were normalized to baseline BPND (BPND), providing a participant-independent measurement of changes in BPND during and after UVR exposure.

2.5. Statistical analysis

2.5.1. Demographic and clinical data

Intragroup and intergroup comparisons were conducted with paired and unpaired t-tests, respectively. Pearson correlations assessed relationships between changes in D2/D3 BPND and clinical variables. Lifetime number of total solar tanning episodes/years tanning was used to describe tanning severity.

2.5.2. Image analysis

SPECT images were co-registered to Montreal Neurologic Institute (MNI) space using a DAT template in MNI space, re-sliced to 2 × 2 × 4 mm³ isotropic voxels. Attenuation correction was performed using a Chang zero-order method. The accuracy of spatial normalization of SPECT is limited by the spatial resolution of the original data (10–15 mm for these data), by partial volume effects and by the limits of the normalization algorithm used. Thus, accuracy of normalization and anatomic designations assigned to 123I-IBZM effects are constrained by these limitations. Region of Interest (ROI) analyses comparing UVR versus sham-UVR effects were conducted using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM8; University College, London, England).

3. Results

3.1. Study demographics

359 responders to study advertisements were screened by telephone interview. 38 participants underwent an in-person interview; 27 qualified for a history and physical examination. Five participants were excluded due to results of the history and physical examination or to scheduling conflicts. Two participated in the pilot scan only; 10 addicted and 10 infrequent tanners participated in both sessions. The addicted and infrequent tanners were similar in sex, age, ethnicity, and skin-phototype but, as expected, differed on measures of tanning frequency (Table 1).

3.2. UVR sessions

UVR exposure was 8.6 ± 2.3 (range 4–10) min in addicted tanners and 5.0 ± 1.1 (range 4–6) min in the infrequent tanners. Temperatures prior to active and sham UVR were similar (addicted, p = 0.35; infrequent, p = 0.92). Following both sham and UVR exposure there was a slight, albeit significant, increase in temperature (Table 1). There was no significant temperature difference (pre- vs. post-exposure) between the two sessions (addicted, p = 0.31; infrequent, p = 0.2) (Table 1).

Table 1

Demographic, clinical and UVR-response characteristics of study population.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographics</th>
<th>Addicted tanners</th>
<th>Infrequent tanners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (yrs)</td>
<td>31.6 ± 6.6</td>
<td>31 ± 7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (female)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunbed Use Measures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at first use (yrs)</td>
<td>19.7 ± 4.4</td>
<td>17.3 ± 2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of dependence criteria(SITAD)†</td>
<td>5.7 ± 1.9</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days sunbed used – previous 90 days</td>
<td>36.5 ± 15.2</td>
<td>4.2 ± 3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days sunbed used – lifetime</td>
<td>1852 ± 1420</td>
<td>542 ± 710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years sunbed used</td>
<td>11.9 ± 7.8</td>
<td>13.7 ± 9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifetime indoor days/yr’s tanning</td>
<td>165.9 ± 64.8</td>
<td>35.2 ± 40.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UVR Exposure During Scanning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanning time (min)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in temperature (°C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active UVR</td>
<td>1.3 ± 0.5 °F</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.8 °F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sham UVR</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.8 °F</td>
<td>0.6 ± 0.3 °F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craving</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-active UVR</td>
<td>7.1 ± 3.4</td>
<td>4.0 ± 3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-active UVR</td>
<td>7.9 ± 3.4</td>
<td>4.3 ± 3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-sham UVR</td>
<td>8.1 ± 1.6</td>
<td>3.7 ± 3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-sham UVR</td>
<td>7.4 ± 2.8</td>
<td>5.1 ± 3.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† Structured Interview for Tanning Abuse and Dependence (SITAD) (Hillhouse et al., 2012).

° p < 0.05.

† p < 0.005.
3.3. Basal and UVR-induced $^{123}$I-IBZM $\text{nBPnd}$

Basal 30-min $^{123}$I-IBZM $\text{nBPnd}$ prior to the active and sham sessions did not significantly differ within the addicted ($p=0.90$) or infrequent ($p=0.78$) tanners groups. Therefore, basal scans preceding UVR and non-UVR scans were averaged for each participant. Averaged basal 30-min $^{123}$I-IBZM $\text{nBPnd}$ did not significantly differ between groups ($p=0.21$) (Fig. 2).

During/following UVR, there was a non-significant increase ($p=0.14$) in dopamine efflux (decrease in $^{123}$I-IBZM $\text{nBPnd}$) in the bilateral caudate in the addicted tanners during the T2 (5–20 min) timeframe relative to the T1 (0–15 min) interval (Fig. 3, left panel). This was followed by a return to T1 levels at T3. The difference between T2 and T3 trended towards significance ($p=0.07$). These findings suggest a relatively short period of dopamine efflux following UVR administration. Similar changes were not apparent in addicted tanners exposed to sham UVR or infrequent tanners exposed to either UVR or sham UVR (Fig. 3, right panel). No order effect (whether active UVR was administered in the first or second session) was observed for any condition in either group. The change in $\text{nBPnd}$ between T1 and T2 ($\Delta_{\text{nBPndT1vsT2}}$) demonstrated a significant relationship to tanning severity in the addicted tanners ($r=0.75$, $p=0.01$), reflecting that intensity of lifetime tanning was positively correlated with dopamine efflux following UVR (Fig. 4, left panel). A similar relationship was observed in $\Delta_{\text{nBPndT2vsT3}}$ ($r=-0.62$, $p=0.05$). Significant relationships between tanning severity and $\text{nBPnd}$ were not observed in the infrequent tanners (T1vsT2 $r=0.18$, $p=0.61$; T2vsT3 $r=-0.305$, $p=0.39$) (Fig. 4, right panel).

As we had previously observed increased rCBF during UVR administration was localized to the left caudate in addicted tanners (Harrington et al., 2012), post-hoc assessment of $\text{nBPnd}$ in the left and right caudate was explored in the addicted tanners. Under active UVR, there was a significant change in $^{123}$I-IBZM $\text{nBPnd}$ between T1 and T2 ($p<0.02$) and T2 and T3 ($p<0.02$) (Fig. 5, left panel). As some addicted tanners received less than 10 min UVR, we assessed whether $\Delta_{\text{nBPndT1vsT2}}$ correlated with minutes tanned; it did not ($r=-0.03$, $p=0.94$). No significant left caudate changes were seen in response to sham UVR (Fig. 5, left panel) or in the right caudate during either condition (Fig. 5, right panel). A relationship between tanning severity and $\Delta_{\text{nBPndT1vsT2}}$ ($r=0.66$, $p=0.035$) and $\Delta_{\text{nBPndT2vsT3}}$ ($r=0.63$, $p=0.05$) in the left caudate was evident. Despite the lack of a significant change in $^{123}$I-IBZM $\text{nBPnd}$ in the right caudate, a relationship between tanning severity and $\Delta_{\text{nBPndT1vsT2}}$ ($r=0.72$, $p<0.02$) and $\Delta_{\text{nBPndT2vsT3}}$ ($r=-0.56$, $p=0.08$) was demonstrated.

As there was a $\Delta_{\text{nBPnd}}$ UVR response in the left, but not right, caudate, we explored post-hoc whether the left and right basal $\text{nBPnd}$ differed. Basal left caudate $\text{nBPnd}$ was significantly higher than the right caudate $\text{nBPnd}$ (left: $0.94 \pm 0.18$, right: $0.86 \pm 0.04$).
t=$4.18; n=20; p=0.0005$). Differences between left and right basal BPnd were observed in both the addicted (left: $1.00 \pm 0.19$; right: $0.90 \pm 0.15$; $t=4.01; p=0.003$) and infrequent (left: $0.88 \pm 0.16$; right: $0.83 \pm 0.14$; $t=2.04; p=0.07$) tanners. Left and right basal BPnd were highly correlated with one another in both groups ($r=0.88, p<0.0007$). Neither left or right basal BPnd significantly correlated with $\Delta BPnd$ following UVR onset.

3.4. Craving

There was no within group difference in basal measures of craving prior to active UVR or sham UVR in either the addicted or infrequent group (addicted, $p=0.311$; infrequent, $p=0.5$). There was not a statistical difference craving change (preUVR vs. postUVR) following either active or sham UVR in either group ($\Delta UVR$: addicted, $p=0.09$; infrequent, $p=0.50$; $\Delta$ sham UVR: addicted, $p=0.38$; infrequent, $p=0.66$). In the addicted group, 4 participants preferred the UVR session, 2 preferred sham UVR, and 4 had no preference. Four infrequent participants preferred the UVR session; the others had no preference.

However, craving was significantly higher in the addicted tanners prior to sham UVR ($p=0.002$) and slightly higher prior to active UVR ($p=0.062$) compared to the infrequent tanners (Table 1). No relationship was seen between craving and dopamine efflux within the left caudate in the addicted group ($\Delta BPnd_{T1\text{vs}T2}$ $r=0.35$, $p=0.32$; $\Delta BPnd_{T2\text{vs}T3}$ $r=0.39$, $p=0.26$). Neither the addicted or infrequent tanners showed a significant difference (all $ps>0.2$) in left caudate $\Delta BPnd_{T1\text{vs}T2}$ or $\Delta BPnd_{T2\text{vs}T3}$ between those who preferred UVR ($n=4$) compared to those who had no preference or preferred the sham UVR ($n=6$).

4. Discussion

Our findings suggest striatal dopamine efflux, primarily in the left caudate, briefly increases in response to UVR administration in tanners with behaviors consistent with an addictive disorder. The intensity of dopaminergic efflux was significantly associated with tanning severity in the addicted but not the infrequent tanners. In contrast to our hypothesis, dopamine efflux did not increase in
infrequent tanners and basal striatal dopamine BPnd did not differ between infrequent and addicted tanners. Coupled with the previous preclinical and clinical literature on UVR and behavior, these findings support a biological basis for UVR’s rewarding properties that may underlie the addictive-like properties of tanning.

Although we had hypothesized dopamine efflux would be greater in the infrequent tanners, the increase in UVR-induced dopamine efflux was only observed in the addicted tanners. However, these findings are consistent with studies exploring striatal dopaminergic reactivity in behavioral (not substance-related) addictions. In pathological gamblers, Boileau and colleagues assessed the dopaminergic response to oral amphetamine using a partially selective D3 agonist (Boileau et al., 2013b). Amphetamine-induced dopamine efflux was amplified in the gamblers relative to controls. During a gambling task, patients with Parkinson disease and dopamine agonist-induced pathological gambling also showed a decrease in ventral striatal D2/3 agonist binding potential, indicating greater dopamine efflux, relative to similarly treated patients without pathological gambling (Steeves et al., 2009). Also contrary to our hypothesis, group differences in basal striatal D2/D3 receptors between addicted and infrequent tanners were not observed which, again, mirrored the similarity in D2/3 or D3 substantia nigra and striatal receptor binding reported in pathological gamblers and healthy controls (Boileau et al., 2013a). A more robust striatal dopaminergic response, and absence of long-term evidence of a hypodopaminergic state, may therefore be found in pathological addictive-like disorders associated with a subtler stimulus (e.g., UVR, gambling) relative to highly potent substances of abuse.

The decrease in striatal \( \Delta \)BPnd was limited to the left caudate. This mirrors our previous work in which UVR increased left, but not right, caudate rCBF in addicted tanners during UVR relative to sham UVR (Harrington et al., 2012). A recent review of bilaterality in addiction concluded that left MRI activation peaks were higher in the left hemisphere than the right, although these findings were not specific to the striatum (Gordon, 2015). Left striatal activation, relative to right, has also been associated with sexual desire (Arnow et al., 2002; Demos et al., 2012), monetary reward (Delgado et al., 2000; Lane et al., 1997) and gambling (Steeves et al., 2009). Although Brody et al. (2004) found greater striatal dopamine release during smoking on the right relative to left striatum, most studies have not reported lateralization of dopaminergic efflux during the administration of substances (Barrett et al., 2004; Boileau et al., 2003; Drevets et al., 2001; Fehr et al., 2008; Laruelle et al., 1995; Leyton et al., 2002; Mach et al., 1997; Martinez et al., 2003) or other high-valued rewards (Koepp et al., 1998; Small et al., 2003; Zald et al., 2004). However, some of these studies combined left and right striatal BPnd changes prior to analyses, thus obscuring possible laterality.

While we did not find a group difference between right and left caudate basal D2 BPnd, post-hoc analyses revealed D2 BPnd was higher on the left side in both the infrequent and addicted tanners. This is in contrast to the greater right, relative to left, striatal D2 BPnd reported by others in healthy volunteers [see review in Larsch et al. (1998)] and smokers (Domino et al., 2012). Most other investigators exploring basal striatal D2 BPnd in individuals with substance use disorders relative to healthy controls have not observed left-right laterality (Fehr et al., 2008; Martinez et al., 2007; Volkow et al., 2001; Volkow et al., 1993; Volkow et al., 2002).

Dopamine efflux in our addicted tanning group increased after a 5-min delay and then quickly returned to previous levels (i.e., striatal \( \Delta \)BPnd decreased at the 5–20 min interval, reflecting an increase in dopamine, following the onset of UVR and then increased during the 10–25 min interval, reflecting a relative cessation of dopamine efflux). Striatal dopamine release likely occurs through UVB-induced activation of keratinocyte p53, which then cleaves \( \beta \)-endorphin (and adrenocorticotropin, or ACTH) from pro-opiomelanocortin (POMC) (Cui et al., 2007). In addition to binding to epidermal \( \beta \)-endorphin receptors (Kauer et al., 2003), the chronic administration of UVR in rodents increases plasma \( \beta \)-endorphin to physiologically meaningful levels by increasing pain threshold (Fell et al., 2014). Presumably, downstream effects of plasma \( \beta \)-endorphin stimulate ventral tegmental area and ventral striatal opioid receptors, resulting in striatal dopaminergic efflux. While \( \beta \)-endorphin does not appear to cross the blood brain barrier, conditioned place preference (i.e., the return to an environment associated with a previously obtained reward) to intravenously administered \( \beta \)-endorphin has been reported in rodents (Fell et al., 2014). The administration of an opioid antagonist induces opioid-like withdrawal symptoms in both rodents administered chronic UVR (Fell et al., 2014) and humans with addictive-like tanning behaviors (Kaur et al., 2005) and conditioned place aversion is evidenced in response to naloxone-induced withdrawal to UVR (Fell et al., 2014). These findings suggest central nervous system effects of plasma \( \beta \)-endorphins. Although the specific time course from UVR administration to plasma \( \beta \)-endorphin elevation has not been explored, the enzymatic sequence involving the cleavage of pituitary POMC and production of peak plasma ACTH concentrations requires 10–15 min (Adinoff et al., 1991). This is consistent with the increase in striatal dopamine at the 5–20 interval following UVR initiation. Unlike substances of abuse (with half-lives lasting several minutes to hours), UVR would not be expected to result in persistent stimulation following its termination. Thus, the decline in dopamine shortly after UVR cessation is not unexpected.

Strengths of our study include groups matched for age, ethnicity and gender and the use of sham UVR. Potential design confounds include the need to administer UVR for different time intervals to assure addicted tanners received a meaningful stimulus (most frequent tanners administer UVR for 20 min per session) but infrequent tanners were protected from burning. Unexpectedly, craving did not decrease following UVR in the addicted tanners. The cold ambient room temperature may have affected the accurate assessment of changes in craving, as participants reported their high ratings of “desire to tan” following UVR exposure was due to their desire for the heat emanating from the lamp. Nonetheless, addicted tanners reported higher cravings for tanning before and after UVR as compared to the infrequent group. Finally, the signal from \( ^{123} \)I-IBZM was not sufficient to provide the spatial resolution necessary to accurately assess nucleus accumbens or putamen dopamine efflux. The \( ^{123} \)I-IBZM signal also limited our ability to refine the temporal course of dopamine release.

In summary, these findings support a neurocutaneous system driving the compulsive self-administration of damaging UVR. Due to our relatively small sample size and the modest elevation in dopamine efflux, these observations must be confirmed in preclinical models and in a larger cohort of addicted tanners – coupled with concurrent measure of plasma \( \beta \)-endorphin concentrations. Furthermore, it is expected UVR-induced increases in striatal dopamine release will be blocked by opioid antagonists. The confirmation and extension of our findings will guide the way towards effective treatment interventions for individuals compulsively self-administering toxic concentrations of UVR.
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